The intuitionistic version of the theorem above can be proved by a similar method.
Theorem 2. If S is an _??_-sequent and is LJ-provable, then there is a matrix of S, [S] , such that for any positive quasiformula in S, there is a sole ground matrix in [S] corresponding to it, and an instance {S} defined from [S] , so that {S} is provable in the intuitionsitic propositional calculus.
Remark. The theorem above, in particular, explains the following fact. where all the quantifiers in A are existential (in the sequent).
where all the quantifiers in F(x) are existential (in the sequent). Proof. We can take the same instances for the conclusions as for the premises. Our first concern in this section is to couple the method in Section 3 with the cut-elimination process of a subsystem of G1LC. Since the argument goes the same with any system which admits a reduction method, we take up as an example the system of "semi-isolated proof-figures", say S, where in the implicit second order V in the antecedent, By the induction hypothesis (along _??_), there is a cut-free derivation of S By Theorem 8, we obtain an instance of S', {S'} and a propositional derivation of {S'}, from which we obtain the desired objects for S; see below.
(2) I is second order d in the antecedent.
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This can be reduced to the following.
There is a cut-free derivation of S' to which Theorem 8 applies, and hence we obtain the following. 
